
Find out what you can comfortably afford
It is very easy to get emotionally attached to a home. However, it’s important
 to see if you are financially solvent enough to afford it. When calculating 
how much money you will need, think about the other costs associated with
 homeownership such as insurance, property taxes, utility bills, etc. You can check out our mortgage calculator
on arulhome.ca.

Determine your down payment
A down payment is the money that you pay up-front towards the purchase of your home. 
If your down payment is less than 20% of the price of your home, you will have to pay for mortgage default
insurance. The more you can save up for your down payment, the lesser will be your monthly mortgage, so try
to save up as much as possible.

Find the right real estate agent 
There are many agents out there but not all of them are qualified or reliable. Find a real estate agent you are
comfortable with, research, look them up and see their years of experience, reviews and so on.

Searching the dream home
It can be easy to get carried away when looking at homes but make sure you are clear on what you want vs
need in your home. Pay attention to the location - look at the commute, neighbourhood school, amenities
available, crime rates and so on. If you have not lived in a location before, check it out at different times of the
day. Also pay attention to the home you will be living in - how long it has been built, if there are any structural
issues and of course whether it feels like home to you or not. Never pass on a home inspection!

Put an offer
Once you’ve found a home that meets your criteria, it’s time to put an offer on it. The offer must include your
legal name, the amount you’re offering, the date the offer expires and any other conditions that need to be
met before closing. It can either be firm or conditional. With so many bidding wars going on right now, do not
be disheartened if you do not get the home you originally desired and keep an open mind to other homes too.
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Tips for First-Home Buyers
Whether you are buying your first home or
second one, make sure you are prepared

https://www.td.com/ca/en/personal-banking/products/mortgages/first-time-home-buyer/down-payments/?tdtab=3


'2021 WAS LIKE BLACK
FRIDAY': CANADIAN
REAL ESTATE YEAR IN
REVIEW AND
PREDICTIONS FOR 2022

a year's overview

Low interest rates and incredible demand helped break the annual
national  sales record by October and  real  estate prices are up the
most ever year over year.  RBC says housing affordabil ity hit  a 31-year
low in 2021.

“Homebuyer demand is supercharged and inventories are near historical lows in
nearly every market, creating intense competition between buyers and pressured

prices up."

Ontario was already a tough market to get into before the pandemic, but now it is
completely in a frenzy. However, experts predict price growth in condos could be
greater than for detached homes in 2022 due to the  “growing gap” in prices, at least
in the GTA.

“If I were to use one word to describe 2021 it would be a frenzy,
2021 was like Black Friday.”

The suburbs and beyond were particularly hot as buyers desired more space and less
price in an already hot GTA market. Experts hope for a more balanced market in 2022 but
expects  demand to continue to outpace supply until the spring and summer of 2022.

7979
NEW LISTINGS

5636
HOMES SOLD

 

18 PROPERTY DAYS
 ON MARKET

13 LISTING DAYS
 ON MARKET

AVG SELLING PRICE

$1,741,318 $1,312,273 $1,083,000 $748,566
28.3% 31.5% 34.8% 24.5%

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/canadian-home-prices-shatter-record-in-2021-crea-163640107.html
https://thoughtleadership.rbc.com/the-great-affordability-squeeze-home-buyers-confront-rising-ownership-costs/


 

 

The Importance of Kitchen in 
Modern Households

The Kitchen is the heart of the home
 Whether small or large, the kitchen is the hub of the home. It is where the meals are created – it fuels
the bodies, minds and souls of friends and families in every household. Not only meals but beautiful
memories of mothers or grandmothers cooking are cherished in the kitchen.

Kitchen is no longer used only for cooking
Over the course of the past 20 years or so, kitchens have started to become living spaces with more
time spent. Newer homes are designed with kitchens as living spaces in mind and so these rooms
have become larger to better accommodate family and friends as an additional space for
entertaining. The open floor concept of kitchen connected to living spaces have been trending for
quite some time.

The kitchen is ever evolving
Today's kitchens are modern and high-tech with stainless branded appliances such as refrigerator,
dishwasher, oven and also preferable if it has additional storage space in the form of in-built pantry.
Modern homeowners also look for kitchen appliances that are energy efficient and environment-
friendly, lowering utility bills and carbon footprint.

Lifestyle and family size matters
If you are a bachelor looking to buy your first condo then the kitchen size may not seem so crucial to
you. However, if you have a growing family, if you enjoy cooking and entertaining, then a big kitchen
is definitely an essential requirement that contributes to quality time spent with friends and family.

Whether it is big or small, the kitchen is no doubt an important and integral part of home and it needs
to be functional and comfortable in design and usability.
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SPRING LAWN CARE 
TIPS AND TRICKS

 

Wash Windows and Freshen Window Treatments- Keep it simple by just washing or
dry cleaning your current draperies, or replace with light and airy sheers.
Clear Your Gutters' Downspouts. It will take roughly 15-30 minutes, but will save you
money in the long run. It will prevent flooding and also appeal to prospect buyers.
Bring the Outdoors In. Use a mix of potted houseplants that will last for the whole
season to invite spring into your home.
Lawn Care. Once the snow melts, you’ll need to take some steps to get your yard
back into shape. Start your lawn work by raking away any leaves, branches, and
clutter that was hidden under the snow all winter. Prune and trim your trees and
shrubs and then remove the compost debris.
De-Clutter for Spring! Spring is the perfect time to clear the clutter that’s been
accumulating in your home. Before you get started, make a room-by-room plan so
that you don’t feel overwhelmed by the prospect of de-cluttering your entire home—
know that you don’t need to do everything in one day or even in one weekend.

 


